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Introduction
FPBS UPI

Assertive communication is appropriately direct, open and honest, clarifies

one’s needs to the other person.

Every language has a standard language and dialects. Standard language is

“formal language“, spreads among the general public through mass media.

The dialect is “ordinary language", first spread from parents, siblings, and

family. Hakata ben (Hakata dialects) is one of the dialects in Japan.

Austin classifies illocutionary speech acts into five categories. Verdictives,

Exercitives, Commissives, Behavitives, Expositives.



Literature Review
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Searle as a student of Austin had developed the theory of Austin. The first is we

tell people how things are as Assertives. The second is we try to get them to do

things as Directives. The third is we commit ourselves to do things as

Commissives. The fourth is we express our feelings and attitudes as Expressives.

The fifth is we bring about changes in the world through our utterances as

Declarations.

Assertive Speech Act in the Sang Kyai Comic from Sugianto et.al as a previous

study. This study aims to analyze the use of assertive speech acts in Hakata

dialect in the novel Tokyo Tower by Lily Franky based on the theory of Searle.



Method
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This study uses a qualitative research method with the novel Tokyo Tower as

the data source.

The description stage is reading and describing all speech acts in Hakata

dialect. The reduction or focus stage is reducing the data found in the first

stage, grouping into assertive speech acts in Hakata dialect as the focus of

the study, with a total of 303 assertive speech acts as finding data.

The selection stage is selecting and classifying 303 assertive speech acts

based on each verb (assert, state, boast, complain, suggest, warn, describe)

according to the theory of illocutionary speech acts from Searle.



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

• This study resulted in seven verbs that become the function of assertive speech

acts with a total of 303 data. The results are as shown in the following table.

Assertive Speech Acts Frequency Percentage

1. Asserting 42 13,9 %

2. Describing 81 26, 7% 

3. Complaining 49 16,2%

4. Stating 50 16,5%

5. Suggesting 48 15,8%

6. Warning 24 7,9%

7. Boasting 9 3,0%

Total 303 100%



Findings and DiscussionFPBS UPI

The following are speech acts of Masaya and Okan.

Context : The doctor suggested Okan for surgery but the bad effect of the

surgery would make Okan unable to speak.

Masaya : Shujutsu shiyo. Koe wa dasen you ni naru kamoshiren kedo, sora,

mou shikata nakarou. Kono mama yattara shinde shimau yaro. Kokon tokoro,

shocchuu kokyuu konnan ni mo narun yashi …(Tokyo Tower, 2005:276)

Okan : Shaberen you ni natte, hito ni meiwakukakete made, ikitounai.

Shujutsu sen yo…(Tokyo Tower, 2005:276)

The characteristics of the Hakata dialect in this speech are in the negative

form of verbs such as dasen, kamoshiren, shaberen, sen, nakarou.



ConclusionFPBS UPI

Based on the results of the discussion in this study, the most speaker from

six verbs (asserting, describing, complaining, stating, suggesting, warning)

of asserting speech acts is Okan as a mother. Meanwhile, the speaker with

the most boasting speech acts is Oton as a father. Assertive speech acts as

the most used speech acts in real life can be seen in this novel.

The discussion above also explained the spoken language used, namely

the Hakata dialect or Hakata ben which is one of the Japanese dialects.
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